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COHERENT STATES, HOLOMORPHIC EXTENSIONS, AND
HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS

KARL-HERMANN NEEB

Let G b e a connected finite dimensional Lie group. In this
paper we consider the problem of extending irreducible uni-
tary representations of G to holomorphic representations of
certain semigroups 5 containing G and a dense open subman-
ifold on which the semigroup multiplication is holomorphic.
We show that a necessary and sufficient condition for extend-
ability is that the unitary representation of G is a highest
weight representation. This result provides a direct bridge
from representation theory to coadjoint orbits in g*, where g
is the Lie algebra of G. Namely the moment map associated
naturally to a unitary representation maps the orbit of the
highest weight ray (the coherent state orbit) to a coadjoint
orbit in g* which has many interesting geometric properties
such as certain convexity properties and an invariant complex
structure.

In this paper we use the interplay between the orbit pic-
ture and representation theory to obtain a classification of all
irreducible holomorphic representations of the semigroups S
mentioned above and a classication of unitary highest weight
representations of a rather general class of Lie groups. We
also characterize the class of groups and semigroups having
sufficiently many highest weight representations to separate
the points.

0. Introduction.

A closed convex cone W in the Lie algebra Q is called invariant if it is invari-
ant under the adjoint action. The starting point in the theory of holomorphic
extensions of unitary representations was OΓshanskiϊ's observation that if W
is a pointed generating invariant cone in a simple Lie algebra g, where G is a
corresponding linear connected group, and Gc its universal complexification,
then the set Sw = G exp(iW) is a closed subsemigroup of Gc ([O182]). This
theorem has been generalized by Hilgert and Όlafsson to solvable groups
([HiO192]) and the most general result of this type, due to Lawson ([La94],
[HiNe93]), is that if Gc is a complex Lie group with an antiholomorphic
involution inducing the complex conjugation on gc — L(Gc)> then the set
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Sw = Gexp(iW) is a closed subsemigroup of Gc The class of semigroups
obtained by this construction is not sufficient for many applications in rep-
resentation theory. For instance Howe's oscillator semigroup (cf. [How88])
is a 2-fold covering of such a semigroup, but it cannot be embedded into any
group. In [Ne94d] we have shown that given a Lie algebra g, a generating
invariant convex cone W C g, and a discrete central subgroup D invariant
under complex conjugation of the simply connected group corresponding to
the Lie algebra g + i(W Π (-W0), there exists a semigroup S = Γ(g, W7, D)
called the Ol'shanskiϊ semigroup defined by this data. This semigroup is the
quotient S/D, where S is the universal covering semigroup of S (cf. [Ne92])
and D = ττ1(S) is a discrete central subgroup of S. Moreover, the semi-
group 5, also denoted Γ(g,W0, can be obtained as the universal covering
semigroup of the subsemigroup (exp(g + iW)) of the simply connected com-
plex Lie group GQ with Lie algebra gc. The semigroup S contains a dense
open semigroup ideal called the interior int S which is a complex manifold
on which the semigroup multiplication is holomorphic. Complex conjugation
on the cone g + iW integrates to an antiautomorphism s »-> s* of S which is
antiholomorphic on int S.

Let us write B(7ί) for the C*-algebra of bounded operators on a Hubert
space Tί. A holomorphic representation of an OΓshanskiϊ semigroup S is a
weakly continuous monoid morphism π : S -» B(Ή) such that π is holo-
morphic on the complex manifold int(5) and π(s)* — π(s*) holds for all
s E S. One can think of representations of S as analytic continuations of
unitary representations of the subgroup V(S) — {s G S : 5*5 = 1} of unitary
elements in S.

If the cone W is pointed, then, according to the results in Chapter 9 of
[HiNe93], holomorphic contraction representations of S — Γ(g,W,D) are
in one-to-one correspondence to unitary representations π of the connected
Lie group G with fundamental group D satisfying the condition that the
essentially selfadjoint operators i dπ(X) are negative for every X G W. We
note that this result is due to OΓshanskiϊ in the case of simple groups ([O182])
and to Hilgert and Όlafsson in the case of solvable groups ([HiO192]). The
case of simple Lie groups has also been considered in [Sta86] and for the case
of the metaplectic representation we also refer to [How88], [BK80], [Br85]
and [Hi89]. The main technique in [Ne94d] was to reduce the problem
of studying holomorphic representations to the investigation of holomorphic
representations by contractions.

One of the main results in [Ne94d] consists of a characterization of those
unitary representations of a connected Lie group G which can be extended to
holomorphic representations of an OΓshanskiϊ semigroup S = Γ (g, W, ττ\ (G))
with XJ(S)o = G.
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Prom now on we assume that g is a {CA) Lie algebra, i.e., the group of
inner automorphisms of g is closed in the group Aut(g) of all automorphisms
of g. As we have seen in [Ne94d], this condition is a rather natural one since
it entails that every connected group G with L(G) = g is a type I group.

Let us say that a subalgebra α C g is compactly embedded if the group gen-
erated by e a d α has compact closure in Aut(g). We assume that g contains
a compactly embedded Cartan algebra t, i.e., t is compactly embedded and
maximal abelian in g. Then there exists a unique maximal compactly em-
bedded subalgebra 6 containing t. We write K — exp I for the corresponding
analytic subgroup of G.

In [Ne94e, Th. III.8] we have shown that for every irreducible representa-
tion (π, Ή) of the OΓshanskiϊ S the space %K of if-finite vectors is a highest
weight module of the Lie algebra gc and that π(int S) consists of trace class
operators. In the same paper we applied these results to obtain a rather
satisfactory disintegration and character theory for OΓshanskiϊ semigroups.

The best known examples for representations which fit into this theory
are the irreducible representations of compact Lie groups, the holomor-
phic discrete series representations of simple hermitean Lie groups, the
metaplectic representation of the 2-fold cover Hn xi Mp(n,IR) of the Ja-
cobi group St(n,IR) := Hn xi Sp(n,IFt), where Hn denotes the (2π + 1)-
dimensional Heisenberg group, and the oscillator representation of the (2n
+ 2)-dimensional oscillator group. Other examples are the ladder representa-
tions of the subgroups of Mp(n, H) obtained by restriction of the metaplectic
representation.

In this paper we combine the results from [Ne94f] on coadjoint orbits
with the results from [Ne94d, e] on holomorphic representations. In the first
section we consider the coadjoint orbits associated to unitary highest weight
representations. We show that the orbit of the highest weight ray in the
projective space is a coherent state orbit, i.e., a complex Kahler manifold. For
reductive Lie groups we show that the unitary highest weight representations
are precisely those which have such an orbit. This result is originally due
to Lisiecki (cf. [Li90, 3.8]) but we note that our proof does not need the
Bott-Borel-Weil Theorem. We also discuss the integrality conditions which
are necessary for unitarizability.

In Section II we discuss the metaplectic or Weil representation of the two-
fold covering Mp(n,]R) of the symplectic group Sp(n,IR). We are mainly
interested in the extension of this representation to a unitary representation
of the semidirect product HMp(n, ΊR) — Hn xi Mp(n, IR). This representation
plays a crucial role in Section III, where we use a theorem of Satake on
tensor product decompositions of irreducible representations of semidirect
products ([Sa71]) to obtain a classification of the unitary highest weight
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representations of a Lie group G. These representations are tensor products
of suitably modified extended rnetaplectic representations and highest weight
representations of reductive Lie groups which are classified by Enright, Howe,
Wallach ([EHW83]) and Jakobsen ([Jak83]).

The first three sections of this paper only deal with Lie groups and their
representations. In Section IV we turn to the characterization of those uni-
tary highest weight representations which extend holomorphically to a given
OΓshanskiϊ semigroup. We prove in particular that every unitary highest
weight representation extends holomorphically to a certain OΓshanskiϊ semi-
group.

Moreover we use the results of Section III to show that every irreducible
holomorphic representation of an OΓshanskiϊ semigroup is a highest weight
representation which in turn leads to a classification of all irreducible holo-
morphic representations.

Section V contains a proof of the Gelfand-Raϊkov Theorem for OΓshanskiϊ
semigroups which says that for every OΓshanskiϊ's semigroup S — Γ(g, W, D)
the holomorphic representations separate the points if and only if g is admis-
sible, i.e., gθlR contains a pointed generating invariant cone, and H(W) :=
W Π (—W) is a compact Lie algebra. Moreover, if W is pointed, then even
the holomorphic contraction representations separate the points.

1. Highest weight representations and coadjoint orbits.

1.1. Coherent state orbits. Let G be a simply connected Lie group and
0 its Lie algebra. We assume that g contains a compactly embedded Cartan
algebra t. Let 6 denote the uniquely determined maximal compactly em-
bedded subalgebra containing t ([HHL89, A.2.40]). We set Γ := expt and
K := expϊ.

Associated to the Cartan subalgebra ίc in the complexification Qc ιs a

root decomposition as follows ([HiNe93, Ch. 7]). For a linear functional
a £ t£ we set

QZ :={X € 0c : (VT G ic)[Y,X] = a(Y)X}

and

Δ :=Δ(βc, tc) := {« € tc \ {0} : fl£ φ {0}}.

Then

0c =tc θ
a£A
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α(t) C zΊR for all a G Δ and gg = g^a, where X H-> X denotes complex
conjugation on gc with respect to Q. A root a is said to be compact if
0c £= ̂ c We write Ak for the set of compact roots and Δ p for the set of
non-compact roots. We say that g has cone potential if X, X\ = 0 for
X G 0g implies that X = 0 (cf. [HHL89, Ch. III]). We write W* for the
Weyl group of the compact Lie algebra 6. This is a finite group which acts
on t.

Definition 1.1.
(a) A subset Δ + C Δ is called a positive system if there exists Xo G it

such that Δ + = {a G Δ : α(X0) > 0} &nd a set Σ is called a parabolic
system if there exists Xo G it such that

Σ = {a G Δ : a(X0) > 0}.

A positive system Δ + is said to be ϊ-adapted if the set Δ+ := Δ + Π Ap

of positive non-compact roots is invariant under the Weyl group We-
We say that g is quasihermitean if there exists a t-adapted positive
system (cf. [Ne94e, Prop. II.7]).

(b) For a gc-niodule V and a G t£ we set

7 " := {v e V : (VX G tc)Xv = α(X)v}.

This space is called the weight space of weight a and a is said to be
a weight of V̂  if Vα 7̂  {0}. We write Vy for the set of weights of V.
Suppose that λ G Vy. An element υ G VΛ is called primitive (with
respect to Δ+) if gg.υ = 0 holds for all αGΔ"1".
A jjc-module V is called a highest weight module with highest weight λ
(with respect to Δ+) if it is generated by a primitive element of weight
λ.
We recall that for each λ G t£ there exists a, up to isomorphy, unique
highest weight module L(λ) of gc (cf. [Ne94e, Prop. 11.10]).

(c) In the following we write representations on Hubert spaces as pairs
(τr,Ή), where % is the representing Hubert space and π the corre-
sponding homomorphism to B(H).
The irreducible highest weight module L(λ) is said to be unitarizable if
there exists a unitary representation (τrλ,Ήλ) of the simply connected
Lie group G with L(G) = g such that L(λ) is isomorphic to the 0c-
module UK>°° of K-fmite smooth vectors in H (cf. [Ne94e, Th. III.6]).
In this case (τr,Ή) is called a unitary highest weight representation
of G. Note that in this case Ή. can be viewed as the completion of
L{\) = HK'°° with respect to the g-invariant hermitean scalar product
on L(λ).
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For more details on highest weight representations we refer to Section II
in [Ne94e].

Definition 1.2. Let (π, %) be a unitary representation of the Lie group
G. Then we have an action of the group G on the projective space ΊP{Ή)
given by g.[υ] := [g.v], where q : H \ {0} —>• Ψ(H),v H-> [υ] := Cυ denotes the
quotient mapping.

We write H°° for the space of smooth vectors , i.e., the set of all elements
υ G Ή, such that the mapping G -> Ή,,g v-ϊ g.v is smooth. Then the Lie
algebra g acts on Ή°° by

MX), := ί
£=0

and since Ή°° is a complex vector space, this action extends to 0c a n ( 3 turns
Ή.00 in a gc-module. The mapping

is called the moment mapping of this representation

For the following we recall the coadjoint action of a Lie group G on the
dual g* of its Lie algebra by g.ω := Ad*(g).ω = ω o Ad(^)"1. We write Oω

for the coadjoint orbit Ad*(G).α;. Moreover we identify t* with the subspace
[t? fl]"1 Q 0*5 so that we consider every functional on t as a functional on g.

Lemma 1.3. The moment mapping Φ has the following properties:
(i) Φ is G-equivariant with respect to the coadjoint action on g*.

(ii) // t C g is a compactly embedded Cartan algebra, λ = iω G t j , α^d
^λ g ^oo ^ e correSpOn(ling weight space, then Φ (IP(Ήλ)) = cϋ.

(Hi) //^λ £ ^°° ^ α vector of weight λ = zα;, £Λen Φ mαp^ G.[VA] onίo the
coadjoint orbit Oω.

(iv) For v G Ή°

(v) Le^ υ E Ή°° TO^Λ ||V|| — 1 und write pυ(w) := w — (w,υ)v for the
projection of % onto the subspace v1. Then we have for XGflc

= \\dir(X).v\\2 ~ \\dκ (X) .vf

= \\pυ(dπ(X).v)\\2-\\pυ(dπ(x).v)

Proof (i) This follows by a direct computation from π(G) C U(Ή).
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(ii) For X E t and υeUχwe find that dπ(X).υ = λ(X)υ so that (Φ([v]), X) =
-iλ(X) = ω(X). For X E flg we have dπpQ.i; E Ήλ+C* which is orthogonal
to Hx and dπ(X).ΐ; E Hx~a which is also orthogonal to Ux. Hence Φ([v])
vanishes on [t,fl] and therefore Φ([v]) = ω.
(iii) follows by combining (i) and (ii).
(iv) Let 7(ί) := π(expίJSf).[v]. Then y(0) = dq(υ)dπ(X).υ and therefore (i)
implies that

<ι*([t>])<ίg(t.)<f*μθ.« = -
ί=o

1=0

<τ«)> = s t=0
Ad*(expίX).Φ(H)

-t&άX = -Φ([«])oadX

(v) For the first assertion we calculate

Φ(M) (< [X,X]) = (dπ ([X,X]) -v,v)

π (X) .v,d

= - |dπ (x) .t;||2

For the second we note that ||pv(tί;)||2

\(dπ(X).υ,υ)\ = | - (υ,dπ

implies that

.υ) + (dπ(X).v,dπ(X).v)

ω||2 — |(ω,υ)|2 so that

.v,υ)\

(x) .w

x))(= \\pυ(dπ(X).v)\\*-\\pυ(d7r(x).υ

Ώ

For more details on the moment map and its convexity properties we refer
to [Ne94g]. In general one cannot expect that an orbit G.[υ] is a symplectic
submanifold of the infinite dimensional complex Kahler manifold P(Ή°°) (cf.
[GS84, p. 168]). The situation is considerably better if we consider orbits
of highest weight vectors. The following lemma extends [Li90, Prop. 2.8].
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Lemma 1.4. Suppose that vx is a unit highest weight vector in Ήκ C Ή°°,
λ = iω, and

bω:={Xegc dπ(X).vxeCvx}.

Then the following assertions hold:
(i) The tangent space of the orbit G.[v\] C ΊP(7ί°°) is a complex subspace.

(ii) bω + bω=gc.

(iii) ω (i \X,X\ j > 0 for all X G bω, where equality holds if and only if

X e bω n K.

(iv) If Qω = {X Gg α o a d J ^ O } is the stabilizer algebra of ω, then

(v) The moment mapping Φ induces a bijection ofG.[vχ] onto Όω.

Proof, (i), (ii) First we note that bω contains b(Δ+) :— t € θ 0 α € Δ + gg. Hence

We conclude that g + bω — gc Thus dπ(Qc)-v\ — dπ(g).vλ which is the
tangent space of the orbit G.υx in %°° is a complex vector space. The
tangent space of the orbit in the projective space inherits this property.
(iii) First we note that polarization shows that

ωc (i [X,Y]) = (dπ

- - (dπ (F) .vx,dπ (Ύ) .υx) + (dπ{X).vx,dπ{Y).vx)

for all X,Y E Qc This formula entails in particular that the orthogonality
of the weight spaces in W°° implies the orthogonality of the root space in
bω with respect to this form. Hence it suffices to check positivity on the
root spaces and on to For I Etc we evidently have that wίi 1 , 1 j =

0. For X e bω Π gg we have dπ(X).vx = 0 and therefore ω (i U ^ ^ l ) =
II / x 2

— \\dπ iXj .vx < 0 by Lemma L3(v) which even shows that equality holds

if and only if dπ (X) .υx = 0, i.e., if X E bω Π bω.

(iv) Let X egω. We use (ii) to find Y 6 bω with X = Y + F. Then

0 = τω o adX (i (Y - F)) - iω (i [Y + F, Y - F]) - 2iω (ί [F,

Hence, in view of (ii), 7 G bw Π bω and therefore X £ bω Πbω.
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If, conversely, X G bωΓibω, then (iii) above implies that iωc (i LX", Y| ] =

~ωc Π-X, y ) — 0 holds for all Y G bω. Since X G 0, we also obtain

u;c([X, Y]) = 0 for all Y G b^. Now (ii) entails that ω o a d X = 0, i.e.,

(v) In view of (iv), the Lie algebras of the stabilizer subgroup of ω G 0*

and [v\] G P(Ή°°) coincide. Hence the mapping from G.j/Uλ] onto Oω is a

covering. Now the assertion is a consequence of the simple connectedness of

the coadjoint orbit Oω ([Ne94c, Th. 1.18]). D

Before we apply the results from [Ne94c, f], we recall some of the crucial

definitions.

Definition 1.5. Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and ω G 0*.
(a) A complex subalgebra b C QC is called a complex polarization in ω if

it satisfies the following conditions:
(PI) bΠQ — Qω, where Qω is the stabilizer Lie algebra of ω,

(P2) b + b = flCj and
(P3) ωc([b, b]) = {0}, where ω<£ denotes the complex linear extension

of ω to βc

(b) A complex polarization b in ω is said to be positive iΐω (i\X, X\) > 0

holds for all X G b.

(c) The stabilizer 0^ of ω is said to be strictly reduced if the ideal O^ C $ω

is trivial, i.e., if the coadjoint orbit Oω spans 0*. It is called reduced if

the largest ideal contained in it is central.

(d) We say that an element ω G 0* is admissible if the coadjoint orbit
Oω is closed and its convex hull contains no lines. We call ω G 0*
strictly admissible if there exists a closed invariant convex set C C. g*
which contains no lines and which contains the coadjoint orbit Oω in
its algebraic interior. We say that Όω is {strictly) admissible if ω is
(strictly) admissible. Note that strict admissibility implies admissibil-
ity (cf. [HNP93, Cor. 5.12]).

(e) A finite dimensional real Lie algebra 0 is said to be admissible if the
extended Lie algebra 0θIR contains pointed generating invariant cones.

In the following proposition we will see that the positive system Δ + is
automatically 6-adapted whenever there exists a corresponding unitarizable
highest weight module.

Propos i t ion 1.6. Let ω and bω be as in Lemma 1.4. Then the following
assertions hold:

0) bω 3 b(Δ+) is a positive complex polarization in ω G 0*.

(ii) Oj- =kerdπ.
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(iii) ω is strictly admissible.

If, in addition, π has discrete kernel. Then we even have:

(iv) Qω is strictly reduced.

(v) Δ + is ϊ-adapted.

(vi) Σ^ := {a G Δ : 0c λ̂ — {0}} is a parabolic system of roots.

(vii) g is admissible.

Proof, (i) This has been shown in Lemma 1.4.

(ii) Let α := Ό^ and write A for the corresponding analytic normal subgroup
of G. Then X.vχ = iω(X)vχ — 0 holds for all X G α and therefore π(a).vλ —
v\ for all a £ A. Let ΉA denote the set of all A-fixed vectors in H. Since
A is a normal subgroup, this is a G-invariant subspace of Ί~L. Hence its
closedness implies that % — HA because the representation π is irreducible
(cf. [Ne94e, Th. III.6]). We conclude that A acts trivially on U, hence that
α C kerdπ. On the other hand, Lemma I.3(iii) implies that Oω C kerdπ^,
i.e., keτdπ C O^ = α, whence α = kercfπ.

For the remaining assertions it suffices to prove them for the quotient
algebra g/α, so that we may w.l.o.g. assume from now on that π has discrete
kernel. We postpone the proof of (iii) for a while.
(iv) This is a direct consequence of (ii) and the assumption ker dπ = 0.
(v) First we use [Ne94f, Prop. III.4] to see that bω ΠK Q ϊc Then
(i) implies that Q^a C bω for a G Δ+. Hence g has cone potential by
[Ne94f, Prop. III.5]. Now [Ne94f, Th. IV.21(iv)] together with (i) and
(iv) yield that Δ4" is 6-adapted.
(vi) We have already seen in the proof of (v) that ΣωΓ)Ap = Δ+. So, in view
of (v), it suffices to show that Σ Π Ak is parabolic ([Ne94e, Lemma II.6]).
Let p+ := ΣaeA+ flc According to [Ne94e, Cor. 11.12],

Ή* := {v e Hκ : p+.v = {0}}

is an irreducible highest weight module for tC 5 hence the assertion follows
from the fact that {X G tc ' X-v G Cυ} is a parabolic subalgebra of ίc (cf.
[Bou90, Ch. 8; §3; no. 4; Prop. 11]).

(iii) According (i), (iv)-(vi) above, this follows from [Ne94f, Th. IV.23].
(vii) In view of (iv) and (iii), this follows from [HNP93, 5.15]. D

Definition 1.7. Let (τr,Ή) be a continuous unitary representation of the
Lie group G. A coherent state orbit (CS-orbit) is an orbit of G in P(Ή°°)
which is a complex submanifold. A representation (π, K) is called a coherent
state representation (CS-representation) if it is irreducible, π has discrete
kernel, and there exists 0 ^ υ e H°° such that G.[υ] is a CS-orbit. For more
details and the applications of coherent states we refer to [Pe86].
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As a consequence of Lemma I.4(i) we record the following proposition.

Proposition 1.8. Let G be a connected Lie group such that g contains a
compactly embedded Cartan algebra i. Then every highest weight represen-
tation of G is a CS-representation.

Now we can use the results from [Ne94f] to obtain a new proof of the
following result which is due to Lisiecki ([Li90, 3.8]). Note that we don't
use the Bott-Borel-Weil Theorem in the proof.

Theorem 1.9. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group and (π, Tί) an irre-
ducible continuous unitary representation with discrete kernel. Then {π,Ή)
is a CS-representation if and only if it is a highest weight representation. In
this case the uniquely determined CS-orbit is the highest weight orbit.

Proof. If (π,Ή) is a highest weight representation, then we have just seen in
Proposition 1.8 that it is a CS-representation.

Suppose, conversely, that (π, Ή) is a CS-representation. Pick a unit vector
v G U°° such that G.[v] is a CS-orbit, set b := {X G gc : dπ(X).υ G Cv}
and ω := Φ(H) Then the fact that G.[υ] is a complex orbit shows that
b + b = 0c and by Lemma L3(v), we also have that

X) ) fω (t [X, X]) - \\Pv (dπ (X) .υ) f > 0

for all l E ί ) , where equality holds if and only if dπ (X) .v G Cu, i.e., X G b.

If X G g Π b, then ω(i[X, X]) = 0 entails that dπ(X).v = 0. Hence X G gω

(Lemma 1.3(iv)), and therefore b Π g C gω. If on the other hand X E gω,

then there exists Y G b with X = Y + Y and so

0 = ω (i [Y - Y,Y + F]) = 2ω (i [Y,

We conclude that dπ (Ϋ) .υ. G Cυ. Hence Y G b and X = Y + Ϋ G b Π g.

This shows that b Π g = gω.

Moreover

b -> C, X ^ -(dπ(X).v,v) =

is a homomorphisms of Lie algebras, so that b is isotropic for Φ([^]). Now
[Ne94f, Lemma 1.7] shows that b is a positive complex polarization in ω.

To see that gω is strictly reduced, let α := O^ and A the corresponding
analytic normal subgroup. Then A fixes υ pointwise and since the closed
space Ή,Λ of ^4-fixed vectors is G-invariant, the irreducibility of the represen-
tation shows that A acts trivially on Ή. Therefore α = {0} is a consequence
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of the discrete kernel assumption. Thus we have shown that gω is strictly
reduced.

Since g is reductive, [Ne94f, Lemma IV. 15] applies and we find a com-
pactly embedded Cartan algebra ί C f With [Ne94f, Prop. IV. 16] we
even see that b is a parabolic subalgebra of Qc This proves that v is a
primitive element in H°° with respect to a positive system Δ + such that b
contains all the positive root spaces. Now the first assertion follows from
Theorem III.6 in [Ne94e].

The preceding argument also shows that every CS-orbit is a highest weight
orbit. Since the space of primitive elements for an irreducible representations
is one-dimensional, the uniqueness of the CS-orbit follows. D

R e m a r k 1.10. In [Li91] Lisiecki announces some results which can be
used to obtain a generalization of Theorem 1.9 to admissible Lie groups, i.e.,
to those for which g is an admissible Lie algebra.

We may w.l.o.g. assume that G is not reductive. We start with a choice
of a compactly embedded Cartan algebra t, write n for the nilradical of g
and pick a t-invariant reductive subalgebra I C g such that g = n x ί is
a semidirect product decomposition (cf. [HiNe93, Prop. 7.3]). Note that
n = [t, n]-f-3(fl) and that t = 3(β)+t[, where ϊ{ := tΠί. Since g is not reductive,
n Φ 3(^)5 a n d since gω is strictly reduced and g is admissible, dim3(0) = 1.
Moreover n = fjn, where \)n is the Heisenberg algebra of dimension 2n + 1.
We also recall that G is unimodular (cf. [HiNe93, Prop. 7.3]).

According to the fact that π is irreducible, there exists a non-zero func-
tional a e 3(5)* C β* such that π(expX) = eicx{x)l for all X G 3(0).

In view of Theorem 1 in [Li91], the semidirect product G = N xi L is a
subgroup of the group Hn x Sp(n, IR)~ where Hn is the (2n -f l)-dimensional
Heisenberg group and the homomorphism L —> Sp(n, IR) is obtained by the
action of L on [t, n] which in turn corresponds to the TV-orbit of [v] in P(7ί°°)
which is also a complex manifold (cf. [Li91]).

Moreover, the embedding s C 5p(n, IR) can be chosen in such a way that
a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra ί/ C [ is mapped into a maximal
compactly embedded subalgebra of sp(n,IR).

On the other hand Theorem 2 in [Li91] shows that the moment mapping
Φ maps a CS-orbit onto a coadjoint Kahler orbit meeting the space t*, where
t ~ 3(0) + U ι s a compactly embedded Cartan algebra of g. Now the argu-
ments from the proof of Theorem 1.9 carry over to the general case because
the result in [Ne94f] apply to coadjoint Kahle orbits meeting t*.

We note that the main point in these results is to use the Kahler struc-
ture on the CS-orbit to obtain results on the structure of the group G. Here
the main ingredient is the paper [DoNa88] which contains the proof of the
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Fundamental Conjecture for Homogeneous Kahler Manifolds. The main dif-
ficulty in the application of the result in [DoNa88] to our setting is that they
use different types of groups which act transitively on the Kahler manifold
under consideration.

So far we have encountered several properties of those functionals ω G t*
for which iω arises as a highest weight of a unitary highest weight repre-
sentations of G. In the next subsection we discuss another condition which
has to be satisfied by these functionals and in Section III we will see how to
obtain a description of all highest weights of unitary representations.

1.2. The integrality condition. As in the preceding sections, g denotes
a finite dimensional real Lie algebra, t C g a compactly embedded Cartan
algebra, and Π t a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra. We fix a
simply connected Lie group G with L(G) = g.

Definition 1.11.
(a) Let ω G g* and Oω be the corresponding coadjoint orbit. We say that

α;, or the orbit Oω, is integral, if the homomorphism

σ : gω -* C, X t-> iω(X)

integrates to a unitary character χ : Gω -> C*.

(b) Let a G Ak be a compact root. We choose elements Ya G g£ such that

Yά = Y-a and ά := [F α , Ya] satisfies α(ά) - 2 (cf. [HiNe93, Th. 7.4]).

L e m m a 1.12. The lattice te := exp~x(l) Π t is given by the subgroup

span2;{2πiά : a G

oft

Proof. Since G is simply connected, the same holds for the subgroup K :=
(exp ΐ) because 6 is maximal compactly embedded ([HiNe91, III. 7.20]). We
conclude that K = expZ(6) x [K, K], where expZ(t) = Z(K)0 is a vector
group. Hence te C t Π [6,6] and therefore we may assume that g is compact
and simple. Then K is compact and simply connected. Now the assertion
follows from [Bou82, Ch. 9; §4; no. 6; Prop. 11]. D

L e m m a 1.13. Let ω G t*. Then ϊω is maximal compactly embedded in gω

Proof. Since t C gω, this follows from [Ne94f, Lemma IL7(iv)]. D

Proposition 1.14. For ω G t* C 6* the following are equivalent:
(1) ω is integral.
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(2) ω|[e,e] is integral

(3) ω(ίe) C 2ττΊL.

(4) iω(ά) G TL for all a G ΔjJ".

(5) There exists a positive system Δ + such that λ = iω is a highest weight
of a finite dimensional irreducible representation of K.

Proof. (1) =* (2): trivial.
(2) => (3): Let χ : [K, K]ω -> C* be a character with dχ(l) = iα; and X G te.
Then l G [ f , t ] n t c r and therefore 1 = χ(l) = χ(expX) = eiω^x) entails
that ω{X) G 2-κTL. _
(3) => (1): Suppose that ω(te) C 2πZ. Further, let Gω denote the universal
covering group of Gω. Since ω vanishes on the commutator algebra of g^,
there exists a character χ : Gω -+ C* with dχ(l) — iω.

Since τrx(Gω) C Z{Gω) C exp~ t ([HiNe91, IIL7.11]), it follows that

π i ί ^ ) Cexpί e

because the homomorphism Gω -> G factors over Gω. Hence ω(ίe) C 2πΈ
entails that the kernel of \ contains πi(Gω). Thus χ factors to a character
χoϊG".

(3) & (4): Lemma 1.12.
(4) & (5): We choose Δ + such that iω(ά) > 0 holds for all a E Δ + . Then
the assertion follows from [Bou90, Ch. 8; §7; no. 2; Th. 1]. D

Remark 1.15. If ω £ t* is such that the dimension of Oω is maximal, i.e.,
t = Qω (cf. [Ne94f, Lemma II.4]), then ω(iά) φ 0 holds for all a G Δfc. If,
in addition, α; is integral, then iω(ά) G 2Z \ {0}.

Note that for every positive system Δ + every element ω G t* is conjugate

under the Weyl group We to an element ω1 with iω'(ά) > 0 for all a G ΔjJ".

Proposition 1.16. // λ = iω G it* is α highest weight of a unitary highest

weight representation (π, Ή) of G, then ω is integral.

Proof. Let vx denote a highest weight vector. Then Cυ\ is invariant under the
group Gω because this group fixes the element [υ\] in ΊP(H) (Lemma 1.4(v)).
Moreover, the corresponding character of Gω is given by χ(expX) = eιω^x\
hence ω is integral. D

We subsume the results obtained so far in the following theorem. It con-
tains a collection of necessary conditions for a coadjoint orbit to arise as a
highest weight orbit for a unitarizable highest weight module. We recall the
definition of the cones

Cm i n := Cm i n(Δ+) := cone {i [x, x] : X e flg, a £ Δ+} C t,
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where cone(i?) denotes the smallest closed convex cone containing E and

C m a x := C m a x (Δ+) :={XEt: (Vα G Δ+)*α(X) > 0}.

For a set E in a vector space V we put E* := {of E V* : (Ve E £?)α(e) > 0}.

Note that £7* is always a closed convex cone which is the dual cone of E if

E is a cone.

Theorem 1.17. Let (π λ,Ήλ) be an irreducible representation of the Lie
group G with discrete kernel such that Hχ is a highest weight module of gc

with highest weight λ = iω with respect to a positive system Δ + . Then Q
is admissible, the subalgebra Qω is strictly reduced, ω is integral, Δ + is t-
adapted, ω E i n t C ^ , and there exists a parabolic subset Σ such that p^ :=
tc © ©αeΣ Sc is a positive complex polarization in ω.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 1.6, 1.16, and [Ne94f, Th. IV.21].

D

Proposition 1.18. If π (as in Theorem 1.17) is not assumed to have

discrete kernel but the Lie algebra Q is supposed to be quasihermitean, then

the following conclusions hold:

(ii) There exists a ϊ-adapted positive system Δ + such that T~Lχ is a highest

weight module with respect to Δ + .

Proof, (i) This follows from Lemma 1.4(iii).
(ii) Put α := kercJπλ, () := g/α and write q : g —> f) for the quotient map.
Let M := q(ί) denote the Cartan algebra of f). Then we can identify Δ x :=
Δ(f)c,t5:) with the subset Δ x := {a E Δ : gg % α c} According to Theorem
1.17, the positive system Δj/~ = Δi Π Δ + is ^-adapted.

Note that q(i(t)) — h{q{fy) because I is a reductive Lie algebra. Since Δf
is 6-adapted, we find X1 E «3(?(£)) such that a(Xx) > 0 for all a E Δ^ x .
Pick X[ E ii(l) with q(X[) = Xλ and X" E 23(6) so near to X[ that no
non-compact root vanishes on X".

The positive system Δf can be defined by an element XQ which is arbi-
trarily near to X". Then we have

Δ+ = {a G Ap : a(X^) > 0} = {α G Δ p : α(Xί') > 0}

and this set is Wrinvariant because XQ is fixed by We-
To see that this positive system is compatible with the highest weight

module L(λ), we note that for a E Δ^ we always have q(Qc) = ί)g, a space
which might be {0}. Therefore gg.^λ = fjg.υλ = {0} for α E Δ+. Then one
only has to choose the system Δ j such that λ is dominant integral. D
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2. The Metaplectic Representation.

Let Hn denote the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg group, Sp(n,IR) the
symplectic group on IR2n and Sp(n, IR)~ its universal covering group. In
this section we discuss a representation of the simply connected covering
St(n, ]R)~= Hn xi Sp(n, IR)~of the Jacobi group which is called the metaplectic
representation. It will be crucial in the next section. The most convenient
model for this representation is the Fock model which we describe in the
following subsection.

2.1. The Fock model. Let V denote a finite dimensional complex Hubert
space and μy the Lebesgue measure on V determined by any isometry with
Cn. We write Hol(V) for the space of holomorphic functions on V and define
the Fock space

Tv := {/ 6 Hol(F) : j |/(*)|2e-^2 dμv(z) < ooj .

We recall that Ty is a Hubert space with respect to the scalar product

Let n — dimΉ and fix an orthonormal basis e l 7 . . . , en. For a multiindex
a — (αi, . . . ,α n) we write za := z*1 ... z*n, \a\ := Σ^Li α

α j ... an\. Then the functions

form an orthonormal basis of the Hubert space Ty (cf. [Fo89, p. 40]). The
Hubert space Ty is a reproducing kernel Hubert space since the functions
Ez(w) := e(™'2> are contained in Ty and satisfy f(z) - (/,£7Z) for all z G V
(cf. [Fo89, pp. 41-42]). Note that

We consider the annihilation operators A3 :— ~- and the creation opera-
tors A* := Zj, where z3 means the multiplication operator. Then

[A,-, A\) - δjkl, Ajζa = y/a]ζa_εj, and

where ε 1 ? . . . ,εn denote the canonical basis vectors in Kn. Hence the base
vectors in Ty can be written as
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where ζ0 ~ 1 denotes the constant function.
To connect our general setup to the notation of Folland's book, we have

to identify V with Cn = IR2n, where the complex structure on IR2n is given
by I.(x,y) = (—y,x) and the scalar product on the Hubert space Cn is
(z,w) — πzτw = ττΣj = 1 ZjWj.

2.2. The Schrόdinger representation. Let us return to the general set-
ting. We define the Heisenberg group Hy as the set V x IR endowed with
the multiplication

(υ, t)(υ',t') = (υ + v', t + t' - I m ( τ ; , v ' ) ) .

Then the Lie algebra of Hv which is called the Heisenberg algebra, is tyv : =
V x IR with

Then the exponential function of Hy is simply the identity and the multipli-
cation on Hv is the corresponding Campbell-Hausdorff multiplication. Note
that [(?;,0),(w,0)] = -~Im(υ,iυ) = Imi(υ,υ) = (v,υ) > 0. For V = Cn we
write Hn resp. \}n instead of Hv resp. \)y

The Schrόdinger representation (p, Ty) of Hv on Ty is defined by

It is well known that this prescription defines an irreducible unitary repre-
sentation of Hv on Tv (cf. [Fo89]).

The basic result on the representation theory of Hy is the following the-
orem:

Theorem 2.1 (Stone-von Neumann). Let π be a unitary representation of
the Heisenberg group Hv on a Hubert space % such that π(0,t) — eιtl for all
t G IR,. Then % decomposes as a direct sum of invariant subspaces @j<=.jΉ3

such that the representations {πj,Ήj) are unitarily equivalent to [p,Ty). In
particular if π is irreducible, then (π,Ή) is equivalent to (ρ,Ty).

Proof. [Fo89, p. 35] D

Since the imaginary part J(v,w) := Im(w,v) defines a symplectic struc-
ture on each Hubert space V, it makes sense to consider the symplectic
group Sp(V). We form the semidirect product HSp(F) := Hv x Sp(V),
where Sp(V) acts on Hv ~ V x IR by A\x,t) := (A.x,t). Note that these
are automorphisms of the group Hy. Set TA.(x,t) := (A.x,t). For V = Cn

we write HSp(n) := Hn x Sp(n,IR).
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We consider the Schrόdinger representation p on Ty. Pick A G Sp(V).
Then TΛ is an automorphism of Hv fixing the center pointwise. Hence poTA

is an irreducible representation of Hv on Ty. According to the Stone-von
Neumann Theorem (Theorem 2.1), there exists a unitary operator v'(A) on
Ty such that

(poTA)(g) = ι/(A)p(g)u'{A)-1 V<? 6 Hv.

Definition 2.2. Since Sp(n,IR) Π 0(2n,lR) = U(n) is a maximal compact
subgroup of Sp(n,IR), it follows that πχ(Sp(n,IR)) = 7L. Hence there exists
a uniquely determined 2-fold covering group Mp(n,IR) of Sp(n,IR). We set
HMp(n) := Hn x Mp(n,IR). In the general setting we write HMp(F) :=
Hy X

Theorem 2.3. There exists a unique continuous unitary representation v
of Mp(V) on Ty such that

holds for all g G Hy and A in Mp(VΓ) lying over A G Sp(V). Hence this
representation can be used to define a continuous unitary representation v
o/HMp(V) by v{h,a) := p(h)v{a).

Proof. The first part is [Fo89, p. 185] and the second part is obvious.
D

Definition 2.4. The representation {y,Ty) of Mp(V) is called the meta-
plectic representation and (yηj-y) is called the extended metaplectic repre-
sentation.

For the purpose of explicit calculations, it is more convenient to use a
different realization of the group Sp(n,IR), namely the group

Spc(n,M) := IΛ = (ζ^\ € Gl(2n,C) : A G U(n,n)|

(cf. [Fo89, p. 175]). Then

is a maximal compact subgroup and

: D G U(n) diagonal
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is a maximal torus. We have

where det~ϊ(P) means the corresponding function on the twofold covering
of U(n) (cf. [Fo89, p. 184]). The same formula applies to elements in the
maximal torus T^ For X G u(n) = 6 this means that

HexpX)./) (z) = e-ϊ«xf(exp(-X).z).

In the abstract setting one can directly check that for g E U(V) the op-
erator (y'(g).f)(z) := f(g~x.z) satisfies v'{g)ρ(y,t)v'(g-1) = ρ(g.v,t). The
determinant factor is necessary to extend the representation to the big group

We fix the basis βj := Ejj, j = 1,... ,n in iϊk C iu(n). Then we have for
X — Σj=i χjej ^ e formula

Extending the Cartan algebra tk to the Cartan algebra t := t& + Z(ΰ) °f
g = ί)sp(n), we obtain

(2.1) du{X) = lx0 - lΣxA 1 -ΣXJZJJΓ'
\ Δ

 j=i j j=1

 OZJ

where e0 = (0,0, — i) E H)n.
The compact roots Ak are the roots of the compact Lie algebra u(n),

hence

/C L * J •* — J

The non-compact positive roots are given by

A+ = {εk+εj : 1 < kj < n}

(cf. [Ne94a, IV]). In the Lie algebra f)Sp(n,IR) we also have roots corre-'
sponding to the root spaces contained in (f)n)c which are given by

At = {ej:l<j<n}.

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of (2.1).
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Proposition 2.5. With respect to the positive system Δ +

7 the metaplectic
representation v of HMp(n) is a highest weight representation with highest
weight

1 1\ 1 n

— - , , — - 1 — £o — 7; Z-JE3 — £o

where p(Δ r) = | ΣαGΛ+ ^(^)<^ αwd m(α) = dimc0c

Proof. Let t be the compactly embedded Cartan algebra from the preceding
subsection. We claim that the positive system Δ + described above is chosen
such that Cmin,2 = IR+, i.e., that i \Ϋ>Y] > 0 for all

Y E (Cn)+ := {X - UX : X G H 2 n }

where /(x,y) = (—y,rc). To see this, one only has to note that

i[X + UX, X - UX] - 2i[X, -i/X] = 2[X, /X]

-4||X||2 > 0.

Let λ,, = ε0 - p(Δ+) denote the highest weight of the extended metaplectic
representation v. Then λ̂  E iC^in because —iεo(0,1) = —iεo(ieo) = 1 > 0
and -p(Δ+) 6 iC^ C iC^ i n (cf. [Ne93a, 111.20]). D

3. The classification of the irreducible representations.

In this section we will see how one can reduce the classification of the unitary
highest weight representations of a general Lie groups G, where Q contains
a compactly embedded Cartan algebra, to the case where G is reductive.
Note that if g does not contain a compactly embedded Cartan algebra, then
it makes no sense to consider unitary highest weight representations. The
reductive case in turn splits into the trivial abelian case, the compact case
which is classical, and the case of hermitean simple Lie algebras, where the
classification of the unitary highest weight representations is due to Enright,
Howe, and Wallach ([EHW83]) and Jakobsen ([Jak83]).

Let g be a finite dimensional Lie algebra, t C g a compactly embedded
Cartan algebra, and Δ + C Δ a 6-adapted positive system of roots. .We
assume that g has cone potential. We also fix a t-invariant semidirect de-
composition g = n x I, such that t = Z(g) Θ fy, where ϊ{ — t Π [ holds (cf.
[HiNe93, Prop. 7.3]) and set Δ r := {a G Δ : gg C nc} We set

Cmin,z := C m i n n 3(0) - cone {i [ x α , Xa] :
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Pick a G C £ i n z C Z(g)*. We consider g as a direct sum of m := [t,n],
Z(g), and [, and accordingly we write the elements of g as triples (Y, Z, X) G
m x Z(g) x [.

Now we use the assumption that a G C£ i n. Let m+ := (Bpe&+ QQ. The

mapping m+ - ^ m , I ι 4 X + I i s a linear isomorphism. Hence we obtain

a complex structure / on m by the prescription I (X + X) := i (X — Xj .

This is the complex structure on m+ transported to m. Then

m± = {Y =F ilY : Y G m}

and we define (Y,Y') := \a{[YJY'\).
This is a positive semidefinite real bilinear form on m. In fact, the posi-

tivity follows from

(X + X,X + X) = \a([x + X,i(x -X)])

= a (-i [X^]) =<x(i ft,*]) > 0

since a G C^ in and the symmetry can be seen as follows:

2(Y',Y) = a([Y',IY]) = a ([x' + x',i (x -X)])

= <*(\Y,IY']) = 2(Y,Y>).

We also note that / leaves this form invariant because

Let xn1- := {X Em : (X, V) — {0}}. Then m1- is a complex subspace and
the form on m induces a positive definite form on the complex vector space
mα := m/m-K In view of the invariance of the form under /, we even obtain
a Hubert space structure on ma such that ( , •) is the real part of the scalar
product.

For Y G m we write [Y] for the corresponding element of ma. Then

and since the brackets in g can be computed as

l(γ, z, x), (r , z\ x1)} = ([x, Y'} - [x1, Y], \γ, Y1}, [X, X1}) ,

it is clear that the assignment

(3.1) β(Y,Z,X) = ([Y],a(Z),ΆdX)
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defines a homomorphism g —» \)ma xi sp(ma).
Let ? denote the extended metaplectic representation of HMp(mα) on

the Fock space J m Q , G a simply connected Lie group with L(G) = g, and
β : G —> HMp(mα) the Lie group homomorphism with dβ(l) = β. We con-
sider the representation ua := /yo/3 of the group G. That this representation
is irreducible follows immediately from the fact that the Schrδdinger rep-
resentation of the Heisenberg group Hma is irreducible and that, whenever
a φ {0}, the group β{N) — Hmoι is contained in the image of β.

We claim that it is a highest weigth representation with respect to Δ + .
To see this, let X E int C m a x Π L Then we have in particular that iδ(X) > 0
for all δ E Δ+. Using Proposition 2.5, we see that all t rweights on T^a are
contained in the set

-p (Δ+) - Σ JNoδ,

where Δj" = \β E Δj~ : gί % m i ) is the set of positive roots contributing to

ma and

P(Kt)(X) = l

where ma{β) — dimg^ ~ dim (m^ Π f

It follows in particular that the operator dva(X) on JΓ

ma is bounded from

above and that va is a highest weight representation ([Ne94e, Th. III.6]).

We record the results of the preceding discussion in the following propo-

sition.

Propos i t ion 3.1. Let Q be a finite dimensional Lie algebra with cone
potential, t C g α compactly embedded Cartan algebra, and Δ + a t-adapted
positive system of roots. Fix a i-inυariant semidirect decomposition g — n x I,
such that ί — Z(g) 0 ϊ{ with i{ — ί Π [. Then there exists for every a E C^ i Π j 2

a highest weight representation (^ α ^m Q ) of the simply connected group G
on the Fock space Tmoι with respect to Δ + . The highest weight is given by

λa = (iα, -p (Δ+) ) , where p (Δ+) {X) = - tr adm Λ X.

Let G = N xi L be a simply connected Lie group as above and χ a unitary
character of JV, i.e., χ{X,Z) = eia{z) with a E Z(g)*. We say that χ is
admissible for Δ + if α E G^ i n z and that a unitary representation (τr,Ή) of G
is o/ ί?/pe α if π(z) — χ(z) l for all z E Z(N). We write z/α for the irreducible
unitary representation of G on the Fock space Txna described in Proposition
3.1. The following result is an extension of a theorem in [Sa71].
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T h e o r e m 3.2 (Satake's Theorem). Let a E i n t C ^ i n z and (Ή/,πz) be a
continuous unitary representation of L. Then the representation

is a continuous unitary representation of G of type a, where TQ is considered
as a representation of G by πι(n,l) := τrj(Z). Conversely, all continuous
unitary representations of G of type a can be obtained that way.
(i) π is irreducible if and only if π/ is irreducible.

(ii) If π is irreducible, then the space Ήκ of K-finite vectors is dense in

H.

(iii) The representation (π,Ή) is a highest weight representation with re-

spect to Δ + if and only if (π/,7ί/) is a highest weight representation

with respect to Δ+ = Δ+(ί c , (tr)c)

Proof. That we obtain a representation of type a by πj ® ̂ α is clear. Now
let (π,Ή) be a continuous unitary representation of G of type α. Then we
use the Stone-von Neumann Theorem (Theorem 2.1) to decompose % into a
discrete direct sum of irreducible representations of N. Hence (τr/^,Ή)
is a factor representation and can be represented as % = T-i\®Tmoi (cf.
[Wal92, p. 331]), where π(n) = 1 ® ̂ α (n) and the commutant of π(N)
agrees with B(Hι) ® 1. For g e L we set

Then

We conclude that π'(ff) = π/(g) ® 1 holds for nt(g) e B(Hι). We claim
that 7Γ/ defines a continuous unitary representation on Ή/. The continuity
follows immediately from the continuity on 7ί because Hl = %l®v holds for
every unit vector υ in Txna.
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We calculate

= π(g)π(g')(l

Hence 717 is a representation of L. Finally, for ng G G with n e N and
we have that

ua(ή)) (πt{g) ® 1) (1 ® ua{g))

Thus π = TΓJ ® z/α, where 717 is extended to a representation of G by iτι(ng) :=

(i) Since the commutant oϊπ(N) is B(Ή/)® 1, the commutant of π(G) is the
commutant of τr/(L) in B(Ήι) which is trivial if and only if π, or equivalently,
π/ is irreducible.
(ii) We know from the explicit description of the representation va that the
space T* of ϋf-finite vectors contains all the polynomials on mα, hence a
dense subspace. On the other hand it follows from [Ne94e, Corollary III.7]
that under the assumption that π and therefore πt is irreducible, the space
Ήι contains a dense set of If-finite vectors because the reductive group L is
a (CA) Lie group. We conclude that Ήf ® T^ which obviously consists of
If-finite vectors is dense in H.
(iii) "=>": Suppose that (τrhHι) is a highest weight representation with re-
spect to Δj" and pick X G int Cm a x(Δ+) C int Gmax(Δj"). Then the operators
i dπι(X) and i-dva(X) are bounded from above ([Ne94e, Th. III.6]). Pick
unit vectors υ G Hf° and w G T™a. Then

(i - dπ(X)(υ <8>w),v®w) = (i dπι(X).υ,υ) + (idι/a(X).w,w) < C

for a certain constant C > 0. This implies that i dπ(X) is bounded
from above on U (cf. [We76, p. 278]). Hence (π,W) is a highest weight
representation with respect to Δ + because the space Hκ is dense in H
([Ne94e, Th. III.6]).
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"«Φ=": If, conversely, (π, 7ί) is a highest weight representation with respect
to Δ + , then i dπ(X) < C\ by [Ne94e, Th. III.6]. Pick a fixed unit vector
w G jF™a and let υ b e a unit vector in Ήz°°. Then

(i - dπι(X).v,v) = (i dπ(X)(v ® w),v ®w) — (i

< C - (i dιsa(X).w,w).

Hence i dτr/(X) is bounded from above and the assertion follows from The-
orem III.6 in [Ne94e]. D

3.1. Unitarizable highest weight modules. For the remainder of this
section G denotes a simply connected Lie group and g its Lie algebra. We
assume that g has cone potential and that there exists a ϊ-adapted positive
system Δ + .

Theorem 3.3. Let g = n x ί be a ϊ-invariant semidirect decomposi-
tion, where n is the nilradical and ί is reductive. Further let Δ + be a ϊ-
adapted positive system, ω G i n t C ^ i n ; and a := ω \z(g) Then the high-
est weight module L(λ) for λ = iω is unitarizable if and only if the high-
est weight module L[(Xι) for λ/ :— λ | ii{ + pίΔ^"j E it* is unitarizable.

Here Δ+ = [β e Δ+ : gβ

c% m^} and p ( Δ + ) - \ ΣβeA+ rna{β)β, where

™>a(β) : = d im0c — dim (g^

Proof. Suppose that L(λ) is unitarizable, i.e., that it occurs as H% for an
irreducible unitary representation (πλ,7/λ) of G. Then Satake's Theorem
(Theorem 3.2) shows that (π λ,Ή λ) decomposes as a tensor product (πz ®
^a)^/®^ma)5 where (π/,Ή/) is a unitary highest weight representation of
the reductive group L. Since the highest weight of the tensor product of
two highest weight representations is the sum of the two highest weights, we
conclude that λ, := X\ιc + p (A+) E (tr)£ is the highest weight of UfnL.

If, conversely, the tc-module L[(λι) is unitarizable and (πhΉι) is the cor-
responding unitary representation, then Satake's Theorem (Theorem 3.2)
shows that (πt ® ̂ αjΉzδ^m^) defines an irreducible unitary representation
of G such that Ήκ is a highest weight module. Since λ is the sum of the high-
est weights λ/ and λα, it follows that it is the highest weight of %κ. D

Remark 3.4. If I is a reductive Lie algebra, then every irreducible highest
weight module L(X) for λ G it* has a tensor product decomposition

L{X) = L(X0) ® L(λi) ® ... ® L(λn),
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according to the decomposition I = Z(ΐ) Θ Ii Θ . . . θ ίn into simple factors,
where λ̂  ~ \\^€ ([Ja79, p. 39]). The classification of unitarizable highest
weight modules for a compact simple Lie algebra is the same as the classi-
fication of finite dimensional irreducible modules of a complex simple Lie
algebra (cf. [Bou90, Ch. 8; §7]). For the case of hermitean simple Lie al-
gebras the situation is much more involved because the unitarizable highest
weight modules are infinite dimensional in this case. Nevertheless there ex-
ists a complete classification due to Enright, Howe and Wallach ([EHW83])
and Jakobsen ([Jak83]).

In view of the results for simple Lie algebras mentioned in Remark 3.4,
the preceding theorem provides a complete classification of all irreducible
highest weight representations of an admissible Lie group G. For the follow-
ing remark we recall that in particular every admissible Lie algebra has cone
potential and is quasihermitean (cf. [Ne93a, III.15]).

Remark 3.5. Let g be a quasihermitean Lie algebra with cone potential,
t C μ compactly embedded Cartan algebra and g = n xi [ a t-invariant

semidirect decomposition as before. Let λ G it*. If L(λ) is unitarizable, then

there exists a 6-adapted positive system such that λ is dominant integral for

Δ+ and λ G iC* i n , i.e., λ(Jxβ,Xβ^>0 for Xβ G gβ

c (cf. Proposition 1.18).

If, conversely, λ G iC^m is dominant integral for Δ£ and a :— — iλ |z(g),

then the unitarizability of L(λ) can be desided by looking at the functional

λ/ := λ| i t [ + p ( A * ] , where Δ+ only depends on a.

Corollary 3.6. Suppose that g is a Lie algebra with cone potential which is
compact modulo its radical, i.e., ί is a compact Lie algebra. Let λ G it. Then
L(\) is unitarizable if and only if there exists a ϊ-adapted positive system
such that λ G iC^in and λ is dominant integral with respect to Δ j .

If, in addition, g is solvable, then L(λ) is unitarizable if and only if there
exists a positve system Δ+ such that λ G iC^ϊn.

Proof. In view of Remark 3.5, we only have to recall that the unitarizabil-
ity condition for a compact Lie algebra is exactly the condition of being
dominant integral.

If g is solvable, then t = i is abelian, so that Wt is trivial and every
positive system is έ-adapted. Moreover, Δ& = 0 so that the assertion follows
from the first part. D

If we want to use the solution to the unitarzability problem as a solution
to the classification problem for unitary highest weight representations, then
one has to check that different highest weights lead to non-equivalent unitary
representations:
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Proposition 3.7. Let g be a Lie algebra containing a compactly embedded
Cartan algebra and L(λ), L(μ) two unitarizable highest weight representa-
tions with respect to the positive system Δ+. Then the corresponding uni-
tary representations (τrχ^Ί-Lχ), (τrμ,Ήμ) of the simply connected group G with
L(G) = Q are equivalent if and only if λ = μ.

Proof It is clear that if the corresponding unitary representations π λ and
πμ are unitarily equivalent, then the same carries over to an isomorphism of
the 0c-modules H% and Ή%. Therefore λ = μ.

If, conversely, λ = μ, then we put 7ί := 7ίχ θ %μ which we endow
with the direct sum representation of G. Let υ :— (vχ,υμ). Then Hκ —
Ή,χ © Ή* and v e Hκ is a primitive element and an analytic vector for
G (cf. [Ne94e, Cor. III.5]). Let V denote the 0C-module generated by υ.
Then V is a highest weight module and if K is its closure, then the fact
that V consists of analytic vectors implies that /C is a G-invariant subspace
([Wa72, 4.4.5.6]). Moreover, K,κ — V by construction, and therefore the
representation of G on /C is irreducible ([Ne94e, Th. III.6]).

Let pi : /C —> Ί~ίχ denote the projection. Then pi is an intertwining op-
erator for G. The same holds for pxp\ G B{T-iχ). Applying Schur's Lemma
to the representation on /C shows that p\pλ = c\κ with c > 0. Therefore,
A :— ~=cpγ satisfies A* A = 1^. Hence A : /C —> 7ίχ is isometric. Therefore its
image is closed and consequently A is surjective. This proves that the rep-
resentations on /C and 7ίχ are equivalent. A similar argument applies to Wμ

showing that the representations on T-Lλ and 7ίμ are also equivalent. D

3.2. Sufficient conditions for unitarizability. The precise classification
of unitarizable irreducible highest weight modules is relatively complicated.
For some of the applications as there are the Gelfand-Raϊkov Theorem for
OΓshanskiϊ semigroups (cf. Sections IV) and the general Non-linear Convex-
ity Theorem (cf. Section D.V in [Ne93b]), it suffices to have in some sense
sufficiently many highest weight representations. In the following we derive
a sufficient condition for unitarizability which is very easy to check.

Theorem 3.8 (Harish-Chandra). If g is a reductive quasihermitean Lie

algebra and λ G it* is integral such that

(3.2) λ + p ( Δ + ) e i i n t C * i n ,

where p(Δ + ) — | Σ α G Δ+ a> ^ e n ^ e highest weight module L(λ) is unitariz-
able.

Proof. This is Theorem 3 in [HC55] which is proved in [HC56]. D
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The irreducible unitary representations corresponding to highest weight
modules L(λ), where λ satisfies (3.2), are called relative holomorphic discrete
series representations.

Theorem 3.9. Let g = n xi I be as before a ί-invariant semidirect decompo-
sition, where g has cone potential, I is reductive and n is the nilradical, Δ +

a ί-adapted positive system, and λ G i int C^ i n dominant integral such that

where Δ+ = {a G Δ : gg C l c}. Then L(λ) is unitarizable.

Proof. This follows by combining Harish Chandra's Theorem (Theorem 3.8)
with JΓheorem 3.3 and using the trivial fact that p(Δ+) + p(Δ+) = p(Δ + )
and Δ+ = Δ+ since λ G i int C£ i n . D

Remark 3.10. Let g = n xi [ be as above such that Z((n) = {0} and
dim3(n) < 1. Suppose that Δ + is a 6-adapted positive system such that
Cm\n,z is a pointed cone. Then, according to [Ne93a, 111.20],

C m i n ( Δ + ) C C m a x ( Δ + ) c C m a x (Δ r

+ ) .

It follows in particular that C m i n (Δ+) C C m a x ( Δ + ) . Since C m a x (Δ+)n(tΠl) is
pointed ([Ne93a, III. 11]), we conclude that the set of positive non-compact
roots in Δ s is determined uniquely by the system Δ+. Hence there are only
two choices of a 6-adapted positive system of non-compact roots such that
Cmin is pointed.

To generalize this observation to general Lie algebras, let g = n x [, [x :=
Z[(n) and ί0 an ideal of ί such that I = l0 Θ lx. Then g = g0 © ίl5 where
g0 = n x l0. If A; is the number of hermitean simple ideals in [l5 it follows
that there are exactly 2k+ι possibilities for W rinvariant sets Δ+ of positive
non-compact roots. That there are much more possibilities for Δ + comes
from the fact that the choice of Δ j is absolutely arbitrary for a given system

4. Coadjoint orbits and holomorphic representations.

Since we are interested in a characterization of those highest weights which
might occur via holomorphic representations of an OΓshanskiϊ semigroup
S = Γ(g,W, D), we have to relate the invariant cone W to the coadjoint
orbit Oω. One major tool to do this is the following theorem from [HNP93]
(cf. also [Ne93b]).
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T h e o r e m 4 . 1 ( T h e C o n v e x i t y T h e o r e m for c o a d j o i n t o r b i t s ) . L e t t C j i e

a compactly embedded Cartan algebra, Δ + a ί-adapted positive system, and
ω e C * i n . Then

Pi-{Oω) = conv(Wt.ω) + cone(iΔ+),

where

Δ+ = {α e Δ+ : (3 7 € Wt)(3Xa G gg) (α;, j.i [xa, Xa]) > θ} .

If Q has cone potential and ω G intC^ i n ; then Δ+ = Δ+.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.17 and Remark 5.18 in [HNP93]. D

For the following we recall the definitions of the cones Cm i n and C m a x from
the end of Section I.

Proposition 4.2. Let {π\,Ή\) be an irreducible representation of G with
highest weight \ — iω£ iC^in. Then the following assertions hold:
(i) For X E Q we have

sup Spec (idτrχ(X)) = - inf(X, Oω).

(ii) B(Oω) := {X G fl : inf^C?^) > -oo} is the set of all elements for
which the self adjoint operator i dπχ(X) is bounded from above.

(iii) O*ω = {Xeβ:i'dπx(X)<0}.

(iv) B(σ ( i , )nt=(iΔ+)*.

(v) Ol Π t = {X G (zΔ+)* : (V7 G Wt)(ω,rX) > 0}.

Proof. Let Φ : P(7/^°) —> g* denote the moment map from Section I and Iχ
its image. Then /λ C conv(Oω) ([Ne94g, Th. II.6]) and therefore

conv(Oω) — conv Iχ.

For X G β it follows in particular that

supSpec(i dπλ(X)) =sup(-X,J λ ) =sup{-X,Oω) = -inf(X,Oω).

This proves (i), and (ii) and (iii) are direct consequences.
Now we apply Theorem 4.1 to see that

pt*(Oω) = conv(VH.α ) + cone (iΔ+) .

Therefore
B(Oω) Πt = cone{i
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which is (iv), and (v) follows immediately. •

The following result generalizes Theorem III.8 in [Ne94e] because it shows
that the assumption that g is a (CA) Lie algebra is not necessary for the
conclusion. Note that the assumption that g contains a compactly embedded
Cartan algebra is superfluous if the representation π is assumed to have
discrete kernel (cf. [Ne94d, III.7]).

Theorem 4.3. Let S — Γ(g, W, D) be an OVshanskiϊ semigroup, (τr,Ή) an
irreducible holomorphic representation, and suppose that g contains a com-
pactly embedded Cartan algebra and is quasihermitean. Then the following
assertions hold:
(i) %κ is an irreducible highest weight module of the Lie algebra Qc with

respect to a ί-adapted positive system Δ + .

(ii) For every s E Ίnt(S) the operator τr(s) is a trace class operator, i.e.,
π(intS') CB^H).

Proof. Since a highest weight module of a quotient algebra Qc/&Ci where
α C g is an ideal, can also be considered as a highest weight module of the Lie
algebra gc, it suffices to assume that the representation π has discrete kernel
(cf. Proposition 1.18). Then g is an admissible Lie algebra by [Ne94d, III.7]
and dimj(g) < 1. It follows in particular that there exists a t-adapted
positive system such that Cmin,z Q W and an element a E int C^ in.

In view of Proposition III. 15 in [Ne94d], the representation π of G —
11(5)0 is also irreducible. Therefore Theorem 3.2 applies and shows that the
space Hκ of if-finite vectors is dense in H.

We choose a regular element X E W Π t. Then the fact that (π, H) is a
holomorphic representation of S entails that the operator i-dπ(X) is bounded
from above ([Ne94d, III.l]). Now Corollary III.7 in [Ne94e] yields that Uκ

is an irreducible highest weight module with respect to the positive system

Δ+ ~{aeA: ia(X) > 0}.

(ii) This is the same argument as in [Ne94e, Th. III.8(ii)]. D

We recall from [Ne94d] that for a simply connected OΓshanskiϊ semi-
group S = Γ(g, W) the group H(S) of units is always connected and simply
connected. Therefore Corollary 1.10 in [Ne94d] yields that the mapping
G -» S is injective for the simply connected group G with L(G) = g when-
ever H(W) = W Π(—W) is compact. Hence we can identify for any G with
L(G) = g the fundamental group τri(G?) with a discrete central subgroup of
S so that Γ(G, W) := Γ(g, W, ττi(G)) is a well defined OΓshanskiϊ semigroup
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For the following proposition we recall from [Ne94d, Th. III.8] that the
compactness of H(W) is necessary for the existence of a holomorphic rep-
resentation of a semigroup Γ(G, W) with discrete kernel. Therefore the
compactness of H(W) is a rather natural assumption. The following result
is a first characterization of the extendable highest weight representations.
In the following we will see how to obtain a characterization which can be
checked directly with the data given by ω, the roots, and the Weyl group
We.

Proposition 4.4. Let G be an admissible Lie group, (πΛ,Ήλ) an irreducible
unitary representation of G with highest weight λ = iω, and Γ(G, W) an
OUshanskiϊ semigroup with H(W) compact. We define sω : g —> E U {00}
by sω(X) := — inf(X, Oω). Then the following are equivalent:

(1) 7Γχ extends to a holomorphic representation ofT(G,W) on %\.

(2) sω is bounded on a O-neighborhood ofW.

Proof. We have seen in Proposition 4.2(i) that

sω(X) = sup Spec (idπχ(X))

holds for each element X £ g.

(1) => (2): If π λ extends to a holomorphic representation of Γ(G, W) on Ή λ )

then Lemma III. 12 in [Ne94d] implies that there exists a norm || || on g
such that sω{X) < \\X\\ holds for all X G W and therefore (2) follows.
(2) =Φ (1): If, conversely, (2) is satisfied, then we find a norm || || on
g and m > 0 such that X G W and \\X\\ < 1 imply that sω(X) < m.
Renormalizing the norm, we may assume that ra = 1. Now sω(X) < \\X\\
for X E W and the existence of a holomorphic extension follows from
[Ne94d, Th. III. 14]. D

Corollary 4.5. Let G be an admissible Lie group, (πΛ,Ή λ) α^ irre-
ducible highest weight representation of G andY(G, W) an OUshanskiϊ semi-
group with H(W) compact. Ifπx extends to a holomorphic representation of
Γ(G, W) on Ήx, then WΠiC (»Δ+)* .

Proof. In view of Proposition 4.2, B(Oω) = {X G 0 : sω(X) < 00}, so that

Proposition 4.4 shows that if π λ extends to Γ(G, W), then

n t = (*Δ+)*

(Proposition 4.2(iv)). D

We are aiming at a converse of Corollary 4.5. So we have to show that
W Π t C (iΔ+)* implies the condition of Proposition 4.4. This will be shown
in several steps. We start with the case of pointed invariant cones.
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L e m m a 4.6. Let Δ + C Δ be a t-adapted positive system, ω G C^ i n ; and
W C Q a pointed generating invariant cone. Then the following assertions
hold:

(i) If W Π t C (iΔ+)* ; then there exists a t-adapted positive system Δ +

such that WΠΪC C m a x (Λ+) and ω G C m i n (Δ+)* .

(ii) If W Π t C C m a x , £Λen sω is bounded on a 0-neighborhood in W.

Proof, (i) Let C :—W fλί. Since PF is pointed and generating, there exists
a ϊ-adapted positive system Δ + C Δ such that

Coin ( Δ + ) C C C C m a x ( £ + )

([Ne93a, 111.15]). In view of (i), we have C C (iΔ+)*. Thus, for each

α G Δ+, there exists an open subset of C m a x ( Δ + j on which ia is non-

negative and therefore a G Δ^". We conclude that Δ J C Δ^.

For a G Δ+ let X α G gg. If a G Δ+, then ω (i [ x α , X α ] ) > 0 follows

from ω G C^ i n. If a 0 Δ+, then - α G Δ+ and since Δ J C Δ | , it follows

that — a £ Δ J . We conclude that ω (i \Xa,Xa\) = 0 so that we eventually

) '

(ii) Let C :=WΠi. Then C* = W* Π t* ([Ne93a, Th. 1.10]). We choose

a WVinvariant element α 0 G intC* (cf. [Ne94e, Lemma II.4]). Then t* =
H + α 0 — C*. Hence there exists t > 0 with — ω G ta0 — C*. We set a :— too

Then α + <j G C*. We note that a G int C^ i n because C C C m a x implies that
C m i n C (7 and hence that C* C C^ i n ([Ne93a, Prop. 111.15]).

Let X G C. Then the Convexity Theorem (Theorem IV. 1) implies that

C (X, conv(>Ve.α) + cone(iΔ^") + conv(We.α;) + cone(iΔ+))

= (X, a + conv(We.α ) + cone(zΔ^))

C (X, a + conv(We.ω)) + IR+

- (X, conv (We.(ω + α))> + IR+ C M +

because VYV(α; + α) C C*.
Next we recall that W — Inn0 .C ([Ne94c, Prop. II.3]) and use the in-

variance of the set Oa -I- Oω to see that

holds for all Y G W. It follows in particular that a + Oω C
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Finally we apply Lemma IV.4.2 in [HHL89] to obtain a norm || || on g
such that | |X|| = a(X) for all X e W. Now the condition

(i/, X) > -\\X\\ = -a(X) \/XeW,ueOω

is satisfied because a + Oω C W*. Therefore sω(X) < \\X\\ holds for X E W
and the assertion follows. D

Proposition 4.7. Let Δ+ C Δ be a ϊ-adapted positive system, ω G C^ i n,
and W C g a pointed generating invariant cone. Then the following are
equivalent:

(1) sω is bounded on a O-neighborhood in W.

(2) WQB(Oω).

(3) wntc(iA+y.

Proof. (1) => (2): Is trivial since sω is positively homogeneous, hence finite
on W if it is bounded on a O-neighborhood.

(2) =Φ- (3): This is immediate from Proposition 4.2(iv).
(3) => (1); First we use Lemma 4.6(i) to see that after replacing Δ + by
Δ + , we may w.l.o.g. assume that W ^ Π t C C m a x . Then Lemma 4.6(ii) ap-
plies. D

Next we have to prepare the case where H(W) is central.

L e m m a 4.8 (Factorization Lemma for invariant cones). Let Q be a Lie

algebra with cone potential and W C g a generating invariant cone such

that H(W) is central. Then there exists a pointed generating invariant cone

Wι C W such that

H(W) ΠW1^ {0} and W - Wλ + H{W\

and the mapping

β:Wλx H{W) -> W, (X, Y) ^ X + Y

is proper.

Proof. Let t C Q be a compactly embedded Cartan algebra and a : g —>

g/H(W) the quotient homomorphism. Then there exists a 6-adapted positive

system Δ + of roots in Δ(g c , tc) = A{gc/H(W)c, ίc/H(W)c) such that

Cm m c C c C m a x

([Ne93a, III.15]). Moreover, there exists a >Vrinvariant vector space com-
plement t' for H(W) in t. Set C" := C Π t'. Then C is invariant under We

and pointed.
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We claim that Cm i n Π H(W) = {0}. To see this, we note that the quo-

tient Lie algebra Q/H(W) contains the pointed generating invariant cone

W/H(W). Hence it has cone potential (cf. [Ne93a, Prop. III. 15]) and there-

fore 0 φ X e flg, a e Δ+ implies that 0 φ % \x,x\ e Cmin \ H(W). Let

a e algint W*. Then it follows that a (i [Z, XJ) > 0 whenever 0 φ X. Thus

a e intC£ in (cf. [Ne94f, IV.21]) and this shows that Cmin Π H(W) = {0}.
We define CΊ := C + Cm m. To see that CΊ is closed and pointed, in view

of [Ne93a, 1.7], we only have to note that

C n -cmm c H(W) n - c m i n = {0}.

It is clear that CΊ is invariant under the Weyl group Wt Now we use
[Ne93a, 111.33] to see that there exists a pointed generating invariant cone
WλCg such that WιΠt = Cλ.

Since

wλ n H(W) = d n H(W) - (c7 + cm i n) n H(w)

= (σ; n ff(wo) + (Cmin n ̂ ( ^ ) ) = {0}

follows from d C C and H(W) = CΠ(-C), we conclude that
{0}. Hence Wx + H(W) is closed by [Ne93a, 1.7]. On the other hand it is
an invariant cone contained in W which contains C = C\ + H(W), so it has
to contain W by [Ne93a, 111.34]. It follows that W = Wx + H{W).

To see that β is a proper mapping, we pick a G algint W* as above.
Then a {β{X,Y)) - a{X) and since H(W) nWx = {0}, the functional a is
contained in int W*. It follows that the inverse image of a compact subset
K C W under β is contained in a~ι([Q,m\) x H(W), where m — ma,xa(K).
Then the projection of β~ι(K) onto H(W) is also compact and therefore β
is proper. D

The following proposition clarifies the assumptions made on the Lie alge-
bra β in the remainder of this section.

Proposition 4.9. Let g be α finite dimensional real Lie algebra. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) g is admissible.

(2) g 0 IR contains a pointed generating invariant cone.

(3) g contains a generating invariant cone W such that H(W) is a compact
Lie algebra whose center is central in g.

(4) g has cone potential and there exists a generating invariant cone W
with H(W) compact.
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Proof. (1) & (2): This is the definition.

(1) => (3): If g is admissible, then there are two cases (cf. [Ne93a, III.39]).
Either g is compact semisimple, then we put W := g, or g contains a pointed
generating invariant cone W.
(3) => (1): Suppose that H{W) = WΠ (-W) is compact. Then H(W)' =
[H(W), H(W)] is a compact ideal and therefore g = go θ H{W)' is a direct
sum. Moreover W = Wo θ -H^W)', where Wo •"= W n flo Then the edge
of WQ is central in g0 and with Lemma IV.8 we find a pointed generating
invariant cone Wλ C g0. Therefore g0 is admissible and consequently g is
admissible ([Ne93a, 111.37]),
(1) =£• (4): Since every admissible Lie algebra has cone potential (cf.

[Ne93a, 111.15]), this follows from the fact that (1) implies (3).
(4) => (3): The center of H(W) is an abelian ideal of g, hence central since
g has cone potential (cf. [HiNe93, Lemma 7.14]). D

L e m m a 4.10. Let Wj, j — 1,2 be closed convex cones in the vector
space Vj and f : Vx —> V2 a linear mapping which induces a proper map of
/o : Wι —>• W2 which is surjective. Then f0 is open in 0.

Proof. Let U\ be an open 0-neighborhood in Wλ. We claim that f(U\) is a

0-neighborhood in W2. So let U2 be a compact 0-neigborhood in W2. Then

the fact that / is proper implies that f~ι(U2) is a compact subset of Wλ. On

the other hand W\ — Uλ>o λί/i is an open covering so that we find λ0 > 0

with f~ι(U2) C X0Uι. Since / is surjective, we conclude that

hence that A Q " 1 ^ C f(U\). This proves the assertion. D

The following theorem is a version of the Holomorphic Extension Theorem
([Ne94d, Th. III. 14]) for irreducible representations which has the feature
that it guarantees the existence of some holomorphic extensions in all cases.
The third condition has the remarkable feature that it can be checked rather
easily.

Theorem 4.11 (Characterization of the extendable highest weight repre-
sentations). Let g be an admissible Lie algebra, G a corresponding con-
nected Lie group, ω G C^ i n with respect to the 6-adapted positive system Δ +

7

and (π\il-L\) an irreducible unitary representation of G with highest weight
λ — iω. Further let W C g be a generating invariant cone with H{W)
compact. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) τrλ extends to a holomorphic representation ofΓ(G,W).

(2) sω is bounded on a 0-neighborhood in W.
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(3) wntc(iΔ+)*.

Proof (1) & (2): This is Proposition 4.4.

(2) => (3): This is Corollary 4.5.
(3) => (2): First we note that the commutator algebra l)c of H(W) is a
compact semisimple ideal of g, so that we have a direct sum decomposition
Q = Qλ®\)c and accordingly W — Wλ Θ ίjc with Wx Π ϊλ C (iΔ+J*, where
Δ+ = Δ+χ and tx = t Π Qι. We also have a corresponding decomposition
ω = (ωi,ωc) with ωi G flj = f)j" and ωc G ψc = fl^. Then C?,, = (9α,1 x C?α;c
and therefore

Sω(X1+Xe)=8ωi(X1)+8ωit(Xc)

for Xx G Qι and X c G ̂ c. Since Oωc is compact, the function sωc is trivially
locally bounded on f)c. Hence s^ is bounded in a 0-neighborhood of W if
and only if sωi is bounded in a 0-neighborhood of W\.

This provides a reduction to the case where () := H(W) is abelian, hence
central ([HiNe93, Lemma 7.14]). From now on we assume that t) is central.
This permits us to apply the Factorization Lemma (Lemma 4.8) to the cone
W. We find a pointed generating cone W\ C W such that the addition
mapping β : W\ x f) -> W is proper, surjective, and by Lemma IV. 10 open
inO.

For Z G f) we have (Z, Ow) = {ω(Z)} so that

for X G Wi and Z G f). Since /3 is open in 0, it therefore remains to show
that sω is bounded on a 0-neighborhood in the pointed generating cone W\.

In view of (3), we have W\ Π t C (iΔ^)* so that Proposition 4.7 applies
and the proof is complete. D

Corollary 4.12 (Classification of the irreducible holomorphic representa-
tions). Let g be an admissible Lie algebra, G a corresponding connected
Lie group, W C g\ a generating invariant cone with H(W) compact, and
S := Γ(G, W). Then the holomorphic irreducible representations of S re-
strict exactly to those representations of G which are highest weight repre-
sentations with respect to a t-adapted positive system Δ + and highest weight
λ = iω G ΐC£ i n satisfying

Two holomorphic representations with highest weight λ and λ' are equiv-

alent if and only if λ = X''.

Proof If (π, H) is an irreducible representation of £, then it follows from
Theorem 4.3 that the restriction to G is a highest weight representation
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with respect to a t-adapted positive system of roots and from Proposition
1.18 that ω G C£ in. Hence Theorem 4.11 implies that W Π t C (iΔ+)*.

If, conversely, (τrλ, Hχ) is a unitary representation of G with highest weight
λ = iω with respect to Δ + such that W Π t C (iΔ+)*, then π λ is irreducible
(cf. [Ne94e, Th. III.6]) and, according to Theorem 4.11, it extends to a
holomorphic representation of S on Hχ.

The last assertion follows from Proposition 3.7 for the group G and to
pass to S we have to apply Proposition III. 15 in [Ne94d]. D

The following result shows that the class of highest weight representations
of a Lie group G coincides with the class of those representations which have
a holomorphic extension to some OΓshanskiϊ's semigroup containing G as
U(5)o.

Corollary 4.13. Let G be admissible and (π,Ή) a unitary highest weight
representation. Then there exists a generating invariant cone W C g such
that π extends to a holomorphic representation ofF(G,W).

Proof. We may w.l.o.g. assume that kerπ is discrete because it suffices to
prove the assertion for the quotient group G/(kerπ)0. So we assume that
kerπ is discrete. If λ = iω is the highest weight, then Theorem 1.17 shows
that ω E intC^ i n. In view of Theorem 4.11 and Δ+ = Δ+, it therefore
suffices to find a generating invariant cone W C g such that H(W) is compact
and W Π t C Cm a x.

If g is compact, then C m a x = t and we set W := g. If g is non-compact,
then intC^jn Π Z(E)1 = 0 because otherwise 0 E int(7^in which in turn
implies that Cm i n = {0}. But this is impossible if g is not compact. Let
W := O*. Then, since kerπ is discrete, Proposition 4.2 yields that

WΠί={Xe C m a x : (We-α;, X) C M+}

and therefore W Π t is generating because We.u; is a compact subset of the
interior of the non-trivial cone C*lin. This shows in particular that W is
generating. Moreover the fact that gω is strictly reduced (Theorem 1.17)
means that W is pointed and therefore in particular H(W) = {0} is compact.
The inclusion W^ΠtC C m a x is a consequence of Proposition 4.2. D

So far we have a classification of all irreducible holomorphic represen-
tations of a given admissible OΓshanskiϊ's semigroup S via highest weight
representations and the classification of the highest weight representations
from Section III. Our next objective is the Gelfand-Raϊkov Theorem for ad-
missible OΓshanskiϊ semigroups.
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5. The Gelfand-Raϊkov Theorem for OPshanskiϊ semigroups.

In this section we deal with the problem to find sufficiently many irreducible
holomorphic representations for an OΓshanskiϊ's semigroup S = Γ(g, W, D).
We assume that H(W) is a compact Lie algebra and that g is admissible,
i.e., g θ IR contains pointed generating invariant cones. We recall from
[Ne94d] that these conditions are necessary for S to have a holomorphic
representation with discrete kernel ([Ne94d, Lemma III.7; Th. III.8]).

Lemma 5.1. Let S be an OUshanskiϊ semigroups . Then the following are
equivalent:

(1) There exists a holomorphic representation of S with discrete kernel.

(2) For every X G Q there exists a holomorphic representation (π, Ή) of S

such that dπ(X) φ 0.

Proof. (1) =Φ> (2): If π has discrete kernel, then dπ is injective, hence satisfies

(2).
(2) => (1): Using (2), we find inductively a finite set {π x , . . . ,π n } of rep-
resentations such that ΠΓ=i^ e r ^ π i ~ {0} Hence π := πx x . . . x πn is a
representation with discrete kernel. D

Lemma 5.2. If S — Γ(g,W,D) is an OVshanskiϊ's semigroup with H(W)

compact, then S — U(5) o Exp(iW).

Proof We may w.l.o.g. assume that D — {1}. If f) is a compact semisimple
Lie algebra and He the corresponding simply connected complex Lie group,
then Hc — H exp(zf)) follows from the theorem on the Cartan decomposition
of semisimple Lie groups (cf. [HiNe91, IΠ.6.7]).

Since all compact semisimple ideals of g which are contained in f) := H(W)
split, we may assume that f) is abelian, hence central ([HiNe93, Lemma
7.14]). Now we use Theorem L5(v) in [Ne94d] to see that

S - HcU{S)o Exp(iW) = tf (S)off Exp(if)) Exp{iW) - U(S)Q E x p ( ^ )

since H C U(S)0 and if) is central and contained in iW. D

The following proposition shows that the kernel congruence of a holo-
morphic representation (π, Ή) of an OΓshanskiΓs semigroup S with discrete
kernel is simply the congruence defined by the subgroup ker π := {s G H(S) :
π(s) = 1} of the group H(S) of units of the semigroup S.

Proposition 5.3. Let (π,Ή) be a holomorphic representation of the OV-
shanskii semigroup S with discrete kernel. Then τr(«s) = τr(V) holds if and
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only if there exists d E ker π such that sf — sd.

Proof. If there exists d E kerπ with s' = sd, then τr(s') — π(s) holds trivially.
According to Lemma V.2, there exist X, X' E iW and g,g' E 11(5)0 such
that s = gΈxp(X) and s1 = ρ'Exp(X'). Suppose that π(s) = π(s'). Then

π (Exp(2X)) - τr(s*s) - π(s)*π(s) = π(s'V) - π (Exp(2X'))

Note that dπ(X) and rfπ(X') are self-adjoint operators on Ή, which satisfy

([Ne94d, Th. III.l]). Using functional calculus for unbounded self-adjoint
operators, we conclude that

dπ(X) = -log(π(Exp2X)) - dπ(X').

Hence

π(ExpX) = edπ{x) - edΈ{x<) = π(ExpX')

and therefore π(^)π(ExpX) — π(^')π(ExpX).
To conclude that π(g)=π(g'), we have to show that the operator π(ExpX)

has dense range. Let E denote a spectral measure of dπ(X) and / C IR
a compact interval. Then E(I)π(ΈxpX) = e

E ( / ) d π ( x ) is invertible on the
subspace E(I)H. Thus E(I)H is contained in the range of π(ExpX). Now
the density of the union of the subspaces E(I)H shows that π(ExpX) has
dense range.

Therefore π(g) = π(g') and we find d E kerπ such that g' = gd. So
far we have not used that π has discrete kernel. Now this property entails
that dπ is injective which in turn shows that X ~ X' and consequently
s' = sd. D

This proposition has some important corollaries.

Corollary 5.4. A holomorphίc representation π of S is injective if and
only if it has trivial kernel.

Corollary 5.5. The semigroup S — Γ(g, W, D) has an injective holomor-
phic representation if and only if G — U{S) has an injective continuous
unitary representation which extends to S.
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5.1. The existence of sufficiently many holomorphic representa-
tions. We keep the notation from the preceding subsection. The basic idea
to find sufficiently many irreducible representations of an OΓshanskiϊ's semi-
group S is to use highest weight representations where the weights are con-
tained in i int C^ i n with respect to a suitable positive system Δ + . Before we
turn to the representations, we make some remarks on the geometry of the
situation we are dealing with.

Proposition 5.6. Let G be a connected Lie group such that g contains a
compactly embedded Cartan algebra and (π λ,Ήλ) an irreducible representa^
tion of highest weight λ = iω such that gω is reduced. Then

ker π λ = exp{X G t : (Vα G Δ U {λ}) a(X) G 2πtZE}.

Proof. First we note that the reducedness of gω shows that the Lie algebra
α of kerπ λ is central because it is an ideal contained in gω (Lemma 1.4(v)).
"C" : Let g G kerτrλ, A := expα = (kerπ λ ) 0 , and q : G —» G/A the quo-
tient homomorphism. Then ^(kerπ λ) C G/A is a discrete normal subgroup.
Hence it is central. Therefore it is contained in the exponential image of the
compactly embedded Cartan algebra t/α ([HiNe91, IΠ.7.11]). We conclude
that g G Aexp(t) = exp(t). Let X G t with g = exp(X). Then the fact that
g is central in G/A implies that a(X) G 2πi2L holds for all roots a G Δ
([HiNeθl, IΠ.7.11]). But if vλ is a unit highest weight vector, then we also
have that

which shows that λ(X) G 2πz2Z.
"D" : If, conversely, X G t with X(X) G 2πiΈ and a(X) G 2πi2Z for all
roots α, then all eigenvalues of dπa(X) on the highest weight module £(λ)
are multiples of 2πi7L ([Ne94e, Th. II.9]). Thus π λ (expX) = edΊT^x) = 1,
where the exponential has to be considered in the sense of Stone's Theo-
rem. D

Corollary 5.7. Let G be a connected Lie group such that g contains a com-
pactly embedded Cartan algebra and (π\,Ή,\) an irreducible representation
of highest weight X = iω of the simply connected covering group G such that
gω is reduced. Let further E :— {X G t : expG X — 1}. Then π λ factors to a
representation of G if and only if λ{E) C 2τπ2Z.

Proof. In view of Proposition 5.6, we only have to recall that the funda-
mental group 7Γi(Cr) C G is central and therefore contained in expt (cf.
[HiNeθl, IΠ.7.11]). D
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Definition 5.8. Let G be a connected Lie group such that g contains a
compactly embedded Cartan algebra t and E :— {X G t : exp G X = 1}.
Then an element ω G t* is said to be G-integral if ω(E) C 2πΈ holds for
E := {X G t : expG X = 1}. Note that an element ω G t* is integral if it is
G-integral (cf. Definition 1.11).

The following lemmas are more general than we need it in this subsection.
But in the next subsection we will need them in full generality to prove the
Gelfand-Raϊkov Theorem for contraction representation.

L e m m a 5.9. Let V be a real vector space and C a generating cone in V.
Then the following assertions hold:
(i) For every X G V and every compact subset K C int C there exists

n G IN such that nK + X C int C.

(ii) For linearly indepedent elements α i 5 . . . , an G V* and I G V the set

C := {Y G intC : (Vj>,-(Y) G TL,Y + X G C}

satisfies C = IR+C / and there exists a finite subset C" C C such that
{a G V* : (VY G (^'^(^(Y) G ΊL} coincides with the subgroup generated
by au... , α n .

Proo/. (i) The relation nK + X C intC is equivalent to K + ±X C in tC
which is clearly satisfied for sufficiently large n G IN.
(ii) Let c G int C and B a compact convex neighborhood of 0 in V such that
c + £? C int C. Pick elements v l 5 . . . , vn G V such that <X/(t>&) = <Sjfc

Then, according to (i), there exists m G IN such that

n

m(c + B)+XCC and raJ3 D

We conclude that me + πiB contains an element d G C". Hence (c + B) Π
IR+C" φ 0. Since 5 was arbitrary, it follows that IR+Cf/ is dense in C.

It remains to prove the last assertion. Fix d G C and choose B as
above such that d + B C intC. Let B' = {υ e B : (Vj)aj(v) = 0},
fc := dim(span B') + 1 , and 6 1 ? . . . ,bk G B' such that these elements generate
a dense subgroup of spani?'.

Next we use (i) to find an m' G IN such that

n

m'(c' + B) + X C C and m'B

Then m'd € C" and m'c' + ^ e C" for all j - 1 , . . . , n. We define

C" := {c '}U{c '+6i , - . . ,c' + bk}U{m'c' + vu... ,m'c' + vn}.
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Then C" C C is finite. Let a e V* with a{C") C ZZ. Then α(c') G 2E and
therefore a(bj) G 2Z for j = 1,... , k. It follows that α takes integral values
on the subgroup of V generated by b l 5 . . . , bk. Since this subgroup is dense
in span I?', it follows that a(B') — {0}, and therefore a G span{c*i, ? <̂ π}
Since on the other hand αfrnV) G 2Z, it also follows that a(vj) is inte-
gral for j = 1,... ,n. Consequently α is an integral linear combination of
<*!,... , α n . D

In the following we say that an element ω G t* is regular if Qω — t (cf.

[Ne94f, Lemma II.4]). For a given positive system we define A*. := {ά :

a G Δ^} (cf. Definition 1.11). Then Ck := (AjQ* C it* is the cone which

cuts the dominant integral weights out of the lattice of all integral weights.

This is a chamber for the system Δ^ C t* of positive compact roots.

L e m m a 5.10. Let Δ + be a ϊ-adapted positive system, C a pointed Wt-
invariant cone in i lying between Cmm and C m a x 7 and write Vc for ihe set
of all dominant G-integral regular elements ω in int C* such that the highest
weight module L(λ) with λ — iω is unitarizable. Then

and there exists a finite subset V'c C Vc with

{Y G t : (Vα G V'c) a(Y) G 2πiΈ} = exp^^l) Π t.

Proof. Let C\ := C* Π (—i(7^). Then C3 a generating cone in t* because

int C* contains elements which are fixed under V\4 and therefore trivially

contained in iCk ([Ne94e, Lemma II.4]).

The G-integrality condition for elements ω in C\ means that ω(X) G 2πz'2Z

holds for all elements X in the discrete subgroup exp~1(l) Π t of the vector

space t. So it clearly suffices to have this condition satisfied for a finite set

of generators of this subgroup. Note that any integral element ω in int CΊ

is automatically regular because it satisfies iω(ά) G IN for all a G Δ ^ since

iω G Ck-

The unitarizability of L(X) is guaranteed by the condition λ 4- p(Δ + ) G
c* Q Cmin,s (Theorem 3.7). Therefore Lemma 5.9(ii) implies that ΊR+VC =

C\ and that there exists a finite subset V'c C Vc with

{Y G ί : (Vα; G V'c) ω(Y) G 2πiΊL} = exp^ί l ) Π t.

Hence
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because the cone on the right hand side is closed by [Ne94b, 11.11], More-
over

Π

follows from Lemmas II.5, 11.11, and 11.12 in [Ne94b]. D

Theorem 5.11 (Gelfand-Raϊkov-Theorem for OΓshanskiϊ semigroups). Let
S = Γ(g, VF, D) be an OUshanskiϊ semigroups . Then the irreducible holomor-
phic representations of S separate the points of S if and only if S is admissi-
ble, i.e., if H(W) is a compact Lie algebra and g is admissible, i.e., if g®ΊR
contains pointed generating invariant cones. Every admissible OVshanskiϊ's
semigroup has an injective holomorphic representation.

Proof. In view of Lemma 5.1, the necessity of the admissibility of S follows
from [Ne94d, Lemma III.7; Th. III.8].

To show that it is sufficient, let 1) := H(W), 0i := g/ί), and a : g —>• gx

denote the quotient morphism. The Lie algebra gi contains the pointed
generating invariant cone W\ := W/\). Hence there exists a 6-adapted posi-
tive system Af C Δx := Δ ((gi)c? ( î)c)? where tx = α(t), t is a compactly
embedded Cartan algebra in g, and

([Ne93a, 111.15]).
Since f) is a compact ideal, its commutator algebra splits and f) is contained

in 6. Thus there exists a 6-adapted positive system Δ + C Δ such that (Δχ)+
can be identified with the set Δ̂ J" since the former set consists of functionals
vanishing on f) Π t. Then

Cmin(Δ+) CC:=WΠiC Cm a x(Δ+)

because f) Π t C C m a x (Δ + ).
We want to apply Lemma V.10 with C = Cm i n. Then Vc is the set of

all dominant G-integral regular elements ω in int C^ in such that the highest
weight module L(λ) with λ = iω is unitarizable. Note that gω = ί is reduced
for all these functionals. According to Theorem 4.11, every highest weight
representation πΛ with ω E Vc extends holomorphically to S. Since the
last statement in Lemma 5.10, in view of Proposition 5.6, entails that there
exists a finite subset V'c C Vc such that the common kernel of the finite set
TZ — {τrλ : ω E V'c} is trivial, the direct product representation of 1Z has
trivial kernel, i.e., it is an injective holomorphic representation of S. D
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5.2. Contraction representations of Ol'shanskiϊ semigroups. We keep
the notation from the preceding subsection and write C(Ή) for the semi-
group of all contractions on the Hubert space %. Since every contraction
representation π : S -> C(H) of S — Γ(g,W,D) annihilates the subgroup
(Expϋf(W)c) of S (cf. [HiNe93, Lemma 9.14]), we may w.l.o.g. assume
that the cone W is pointed. Then we find a 6-adapted positive system Δ +

such that the cone C :—W Γ\ί satisfies

Note that this implies that C* C C^ i n. We set G := XJ{S)0.

L e m m a 5.12. Let Vc denote the set of all dominant G-integral regular
elements ω in intC* such that the highest weight module L(X) with X — iω
is unitarizable. Then for every ω E Vc the unitary representation (τrλ,Ήλ)
of G extends to a holomorphic contraction representation of S.

Proof. In view of Theorem 4.11, every highest weight representation π λ

with ω G Vc extends holomorphically to S. It follows from Proposition
4.2 that this representation is contractive because W C 0 * follows from
ωeW*. D

Theorem 5.13 (Gelfand-Raϊkov-Theorem for Contraction Representation).
Let S — Γ(G, W) be an OΓshanskiΓs semigroup with G — U ( 5 ) 0 ; W pointed,
and Vc as above. Then

w= f]wωω,

S has an injective holomorphic contraction representation, and the irre-
ducible holomorphic contraction representations separate the points.

Proof. In view of Lemma 5.12, this follows with the same argument as The-
orem 5.11. Here Lemma 5.10 provides a finite set of holomorphic represen-
tations which are contractive by Lemma 5.12 and which separate the points.
The direct product of these representations is an injective contraction rep-
resentation. The representation of W as an intersection of the cones Wω:

ω E Vc follows from Lemma 5.10. D
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